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Abstract: This paper has outlined the formalization of learning and representing human movement in a 
street network as a large scale space. The proposed approach is based on development of a DSS for spatial 
commonsense knowledge management. Learning the large-scale structure, the traveler must necessarily 
build a cognitive map of the environment by integrating observations over extended periods of time, 
inferring spatial structure from perceptions and the effects of actions. The knowledge of such procedure is 
modeled by a production system as a kind of rule-based systems. The major problem that this research is 
concentrated on is representing and learning this process in a formal manner. The formalization method 
employed is the algebraic specifications. A successful attempt has been made in this research to write 
algebraic specifications as an executable code for learning and representing in Campus 2, College of Eng., 
University of Tehran, using Haskell as a functional programming language in a GIS environment.
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INTRODUCTION

An important question that always engages the 
mind of many people is that how can people with 
different ages move along street networks without any 
maps or navigating instruments to find their way?
Which kind of knowledge or information do they use?

People navigate in different circumstances using 
their commonsense knowledge of space. Commonsense 
knowledge of space is knowledge about the physical 
environment acquired and used generally without
concentrated effort to find and follow routes from one 
place to another and to store and use the relative
position of places [1].

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND
ITS IMPORTANCE

The structure of this physical environment is at a 
significantly larger scale than the observations available 
at an instant. Thus, to learn large-scale structure of the 
space, traveler must necessarily build a "cognitive map" 
of the environment by integrating observations over 
extended periods of time, inferring spatial structure
from perceptions and the effects of actions, which 
refers to a body of knowledge that a person has in his 
head about the spatial structure of an environment [2]. 

This cognitive map is an important foundation in some 
areas and its representation of large-scale space must 
solve two closely linked problems: mapping, or
learning the cognitive map from observations and
navigation, or creating and successfully executing a 
plan to travel from one place to another [3]. These 
problems are important for some reasons; autonomous 
navigation and mapping in large-scale space is an 
important practical problem for applications, including 
space and undersea exploration, automated
manufacturing and transportation systems and toxic
waste cleanup. Additional importance is that spatial
metaphor is clearly an important aspect of
commonsense reasoning, suggesting that the
representations for the cognitive map are applied to 
other domains by structural analogy. Besides, because 
the rate of new observations is constrained by the rate 
of physical travel, large-scale space can serve as a 
"cognitive drosophila"-an accessible laboratory domain 
for the investigation of perception, learning and
problem solving with incomplete knowledge [3]. So the 
problem that we try to find a scientific and appropriate 
response to it is learning the structure of such large 
scale space.

This paper attempts to model and formalize the 
rules that drive a pointer in the large scale environment 
which  are  procedurally   embedded   in   the  inference 
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engine. These rules are composed of tests and actions, 
where the tests are applied to information that is
accessible from a small working memory. This kind of 
structure is modeled as a production system.

Production systems provide an important model for 
building knowledge-based systems. A rule-based
system contains components that usually can be found 
in the production systems model. It usually include 
inference engine, knowledge-base, working memo ry
and explanation unit. The working memory in this
model consists of a pointer that indicates the current 
location and the current and immediately preceding 
route instructions. An inference rule in the inference 
engine can examine the properties of the descriptions
that are directly accessible from the working memory, 
in other word, the working memory acts as a "focus of 
attention" for the inference engine.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
represents the formalization method including algebraic
specifications and functional programming. The
description of a rule based system is given in Section 3. 
Section 4 develops the principles of learning that
formally represented. In Section 5, the application of 
this modeling is shown in a case study. Section 6 
includes results and some recommendations.

FORMALIZATION AND METHODS

Formalization of spatial concepts is an important 
task for GIS and for a successful implementation or a 
computational model, a conceptual model for GIS
needs to be formalized. Formalization helps to
understand the underlying structure and theory in the 
model, to define objects, which provides a basis for 
their comparison. This topic is important for GIS
because concepts of space either lack formalization or 
are not implementable because of restrictions of
computers [4].

Formalization: Formal methods allow a software
engineer to create a specification that is more complete, 
consistent and unambiguous than those produced using 
conventional or object oriented methods. Set theory and 
logic notation are used to create a clear statement of 
facts (requirements). This mathematical specification
can then be analyzed to prove correctness and
consistency. Because the specification is created using 
mathematical notation, it is inherently less ambiguous 
than informal modes of representation. The formal
methods encompass a set of activities that lead to 
formal mathematical specification of computer software 
[5]. Formal methods enable a software engineer to
specify, develop and verify a computer-based system by 
applying  a rigorous, mathematical notation. A variation 

on this approach, called clean room software
engineering [6, 7] is currently applied by some software 
development organizations.

Among the various existing specification methods-
such as state machine models and axiomatic
descriptions-algebraic definitions have proven to be
good candidates for specifying data abstractions for 
spatial and temporal domains [8-11].

Algebra and the algebraic specifications: The
purpose of specifications is the mathematical
description of concepts. Specifications can be informal-
e.g., expressed in a natural language-or formal. Formal 
specifications are the link between a conceptual model 
and its implementation. They are used to formally
prove the correctness of the latter [1, 12, 13]. The
method of formalization introduced here uses algebraic 
specifications. Algebraic specifications describe the
behavior of an abstraction, e.g., a conceptual model, its 
objects and their characteristics. Algebraic
specifications describe objects in terms of their
operations. They do not express what the objects are, 
but how they behave-also called the implicit definition 
approach [13]. The algebraic approach provides a
conceptual basis, theoretical foundations and prototype
tools for the stepwise formal development of correct 
system components from their specifications and thus 
covers the whole software development process from 
the specification requirements to the finished system.

The use of algebraic specifications within GIS has 
recently paid more attention. Dorenbeck and Egenhofer 
[14] uses algebraic specifications to formalize the
operations on regular tessellation to assess optimization 
strategies, particularly for combinations of overlays.
Goguen [15] used them to formalize some basic
geometrical constructions (e.g., the line through two 
points, the intersection of two lines, the circle
throughout three points and the tangent to a circle 
through a point). Frank and Car [16] give specifications 
for hierarchical spatial reasoning and presents a
particular case of wayfinding in a hierarchically
structured network. Some other related applications are 
mentioned in [17-19].

Algebraic specifications are based on a solid
mathematical foundation, the theory of algebras and
therefore, mathematical methods can be applied to
them, so here some basic notions are described.
An algebraic specification consists of three parts [13]:

• A list of sorts, naming the objects involved;
• A list of operators (Ops), giving the sorts of

arguments and results;
• A list of axioms (Eqs), defining equivalences for 

different sequences of operations.
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Sorts and operators together are called the
signature of an algebraic specification. Algebras are 
interpretations of signatures, assigning a set to each sort 
and an operation on these sets to each operator. An 
algebraic specification, i.e., sorts, operators and axioms 
together, describes a category, i.e. the class of algebras 
satisfying the specification [9].

At the end of this section some useful aspects of 
algebraic specification have been mentioned. Algebraic 
specifications satisfy the criteria of formality,
constructability, comprehensibility, minimality, wide
range of applicability and extensibility to a large degree 
[12]. They are a useful aid during the design process of 
reliable software. Starting from a conceptual model one 
specifies abstract data types through their operations 
and axioms. It is possible to create complex types using 
specifications of simpler types. Abstract data type
specifications are representation independent and can 
therefore be used for different implementations. Each 
eventual implementation is an instance of the
specification.

Formal specifications are also used to prove the 
correctness of an implementation. This is  done by 
showing that the implementation satisfies the original 
axioms. For algebraic specifications in particular, this 
means that the implementation defines an isomorphic 
image of the algebra [12]. An isomorphism is a one-to-
one or abstractly identical mapping from one algebra to 
another preserving the operations

Finally, algebraic specifications can be used for 
early testing-testing at design time. In this sense,
specifications for a software system can be tested 
before committing to build the system. Algebraic
specifications written in an executable programming 
language can be tested as a prototype [20]. 

FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING

There is a possibility to write algebraic
specifications as an executable code by using functional 
programming languages. Functional programming
language is a formal language which allows formal
checks on the specifications on consistency and is 
suitable as a rapid prototyping language, which enables 
control if the specification captures the intended
semantics. Functional programming is mainly building 
definitions and using computer to evaluate expressions 
and to print the results. For a given problem a function 
needs to be defined. This function is expressed in 
notation that follows normal mathematical principles. 
The ability of the computer to evaluate the functions' 
definitions increases its power of calculation [16]. Bird 
and Wadler [21] pointed out that expressions in a
functional  language  can  be  constructed,  manipulated 
and reasoned about, like any other kind of  mathematical

expression, using more or less familiar algebraic laws. 
The result is a conceptual framework for programming 
which is at once very simple, concise, flexible and 
powerful.

The functional programming language used to
write specifications in this paper is called Haskell,
named after Haskell B. Curry who was one of the
pioneers of the l calculus a mathematical theory of
functions [22]. In the following sections some basic 
concepts of functional programming are briefly
described.

Strong typing: A major strength of functional
programming languages is that they are strongly typed. 
This means every object has a particular type and the 
compiler checks that operations can only be applied to 
certain types. A type system prevents the occurrence of 
execution errors during a program’s runtime.

Pattern matching: The process of pattern matching is 
sequential. If the match of an equation succeeds, the 
right-hand side gets evaluated and returned as the result 
of the function. If the match fails, the next equation is
tried and so on. If all equations fail, the result is an 
error.

Classes and instances: A typical feature of Haskell is 
another type of polymorphism, called ad hoc
polymorphism or overloading. Overloaded functions
can be used for a variety of types-with different
definitions being used for different types. Overloading 
therefore allows for the reuse of existing function
names. In Haskell, classes are a mechanism for
assigning types to overloaded functions. A class is a 
collection of types over which a function is defined.

Lazy evaluation: Haskell uses a lazy (non-strict)
evaluation strategy, which means that an argument to a 
function gets evaluated only if the argument’s value is 
needed to compute the overall result. If the argument is 
structured, such as a tuple or a list, only those parts 
needed are be evaluated. It is therefore possible to use 
infinite data structures.

Higher-order functions and function composition:
Haskell incorporates higher-order functions—functions
that use functions as arguments and return functions as 
a result. 

RULE-BASED SYSTEM AS 
AN INFERENCE ENGINE

Much of the knowledge in this model is
procedurally embedded in the inference rules. These 
rules  are composed of tests and actions, where the tests 
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are applied to information that is accessible from a 
small working memory. This kind of structure is
modelled as a production system. Production systems 
provide an important model for building knowledge-
based systems. A rule-based system contains
components that usually can be found in the production 
systems model shown in Fig. 1 [23]. It usually include 
inference engine, knowledge-base, working memory
and explanation unit. The working memory in this
model consists of a pointer that indicates the current 
location and the current and immediately preceding 
route instructions. An inference rule in the inference 
engine can examine the properties of the descriptions 
that are directly accessible from the working memory, 
in other word, the working memory acts as a "focus of 
attention" for the inference engine.

Inference engine: An inference engine separates from 
the domain knowledge is the most important factor for 
a successful system. The inference engine usually
works in a simple and fixed manner.

Knowledge base: ("long term memory"): This is where 
the domain knowledge is stored. The most common 
form of knowledge bases are rule-based systems
consisting of rules (may be heuristic rules) and facts.

Working memory: ("short term memory"): This is the 
place to store case specific data (initialized as empty 
when a session starts).

Explanation unit: In addition to provide a consultation 
to a user, an expert system can explain its own
behavior. This will enhance the confidence of the user.

Algebraic specifications of learning principles:
Based on the TOUR Model [2] we can enumerate a 
number of representations for different kinds of spatial 
knowledge. They fall into three initial categories:

Fig. 1: The architecture of rule-based system [4]

• Representations for knowledge about a particular 
environment

• The description of the current position
• The inference rules that manipulate knowledge of 

the other two kinds.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTIONS

Knowledge about particular environments is
divided into the five categories. This knowledge is 
encoded in descriptions of route instructions, places, 
paths, regions and coordinate frames [1].

The most fundamental features of an environment 
are the places it contains [2]. We describe a place in our 
fulfillment and call it Location. The other fundamental
features of the environment are the paths or streets, 
which are described by Path descriptions [2].

A place may be described with a Location
description to capture its properties. A Location is a 
description of a zero-dimensional geospatial object: a 
location or landmark. A Path is a description of a one-
dimensional geospatial object: a street or a path. The 
Location description knows the paths that the place is 
on and it has a local geometry to describe the relation 
among those paths. A Path description includes an 
order relating the places on that path. This order lets us 
define a direction on a path: +1 or-1 meaning "with" or 
"against" the order on the Path Current Position
Description. Direction is an orientation defined with 
respect to a one-dimensional space: a Path. 

The current position of the traveler is represented 
by a small working memory called the Current-
Location pointer. The Current-Location pointer has a 
number of different elements and can describe the
current position in terms of place, path and one-
dimensional orientation on that path.

As an algebraic specification these representations 
are defined as data types:

Data Location = Location ID Name On Star | Null
Data Path = Path ID Name Row | Null
Data Current-Location = Current-Locat ion ID Place Path Dir | Null

Row property is a list of places that are partially 
ordered and the Star property of each Location contains 
the description of the local geometry of that Location.

INSTRUCTIONS AND INFERENCE ENGINE

Operations  on  the  cognitive  map are performed 
by inference rules which act to transfer information 
among different descriptions and the Current-Location
pointer. The inference rules that manipulate knowledge 
embedded     in     these     various   representations  are
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Table 1: Movement rules (Adopted from [15])
Movement

mR1 Compare Movement (From) and Current-Location (Place): If both are empty, there is an error. If they agree, do nothing. 
If only one is supplied, set the other from its value

mR2 Compare Movement (On) and Current-Location (Path). If both are empty, there is an error. If they agree, do nothing. 
If only one is supplied, set the other from its value

mR3 Compare Movement (Dir)  and Current-Location (Dir) . If they agree, do nothing. 
If only one is supplied, use its value to set the other

mR4 Send Movement (On) to Movement (From (on)) and Movement (To (on))
mR5 If Movement (Dir)  is supplied, sent Movement (From) and Movement (To) as an ordered pair to Movement (On (Row)),

If not, sent them as two signletons
mR6 Ask Movement (On) if it knows as order on Movement (From) and Movement (To) . If not, do nothing.

If so and Movement (Dir)  is empty, set it. If so and it disagrees with Movement (Dir) , complain of an error. Otherwise, do nothing
mR7 If Movement (On) is supplied and the preceding instructions was a TURNING with empty 

Turning (Dir2), then set that Turning (Dir2) to the value of Movement (On)
mR8 Set Current-Location (Place) to Movement (To) and Current-Location (Dir)  to Movement (Dir)

mR1 :: Current-Location → Movement → (Current-Location, Movement )
mR1 Current-Location ID Place _ _ Movement ID _ _ On _
|Place<>Null && On<>Null && On==Name = (Current-Location, Movement)
|Place=Null && On<>Null = (Current-Location,setName(Movement,Place))
|Place<>Null && On=Null = (setName(Current-Location,On), Movement)
|Place=Null && On=Null = Exit

Table 2: Turning rules [2]

Turning
tR1 Compare Turning (At) with Current-Location (Path). If both are empty, there is an error. If they agree, do nothing. 

If only one is supplied, set the other from its value
tR2 Compare Turning (Stl) with Current-Location (Path). If both are empty, there is an error. If they agree, do nothing. 

If only one is supplied, set the other from its value. If they disagree, insert a second turning instruction before the, 
comment on the oddness as restart

tR3 Compare Turning (Dir1) with Current-Location (Dir) . If they agree, do nothing. If only one is supplied, set the other from its value. 
If they disagree, there is an error.

tR4 Send Turning (Stl1) and Turning (Stl2) to Turning (At (On)). Also, send a singleton order containing Turning (At)
to Turning (Stl1 (Row)) and Turning (Stl2 (Row)).

tR5 If Turning (Stl1), Turning (Dir1), Turning (Stl2),Turning (Dir2) and Turning (At) are all supplied, then send them to 
Turning (At (Star)), to add to the description of local geometry of the PLACE

tR5 If Turning (Stl1), Turning (Dir1) and Turning (Amt) are all supplied, but Turning (Stl2) and Turning (Dir2) are not both supplied, 
then ask Turning (At (Star)) to compute the description of the outgoing PATH from the incoming Path  and the amount 
of the Turning. If that is successful, use the result to set Turning (Stl2) and Turning (Dir2)

tR7 If Turning (Stl1), Turning (Dir1), Turning (Stl2), Turning (Dir2), are all supplied but Turning (Amt) is not, 
then ask Turning (At (Star)) to compute it, If that is successful, set Turning (Amt) to the result

tR8 If Turning (Stl2), remains unfilled and Turning (At (Star)) contains two Path  descriptions, one of which is Turning (Stl1),
then set Turning (Stl2) to the other

tR9 If Turning (Stl2), still remains unfilled, then create a new Path  descriptions to fill Turning (Stl2). Send it to Turning (At (On))
and send a singleton containing Turning (At) to the Row property of the new Path

tR10 Set Current-Location (Path) to Turning (Stl2) and set Current-Location (Dir) to  Turning (Dir2)

tR3:: Current-Location → Turning → (Current-Location,Turning)
tR3 Current-Location ID _ _ Dir Turning ID _ _ Dir1 _ _ _
|Dir<>Null && Dir1<>Null && Dir == Dir1 = ( Current-Location, Turning )
|Dir=Null && Dir1<>Null = ( Current-Location, setDir(Turning, Dir )
|Dir<>Null && Dir1=Null = ( setDir ( Current-Location, Dir1 ), Turning )
|Dir=Null && Dir1=Null = Exit
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represented as productions: simple modules that wait 
for a certain set of conditions to be true and then 
perform some simple actions.

Movement instructs to move the Current-Location
pointer from one Location to another on the same Path 
and specifies the direction of travel with respect to the 
Path order. Turning instructs to move the Current-
Location pointer from one (Path Direction) pair to
another at the same Location and specifies the amount 
of the turn. These instructions defined as data types and 
for filling their arguments the functions of inference 
engine are used. These rules are the extensive collection 
of productions based on the requirements they develop. 
At this fulfillment the needed production are mentioned 
in Table 1 and 2 in the next session. Some algebraic
descriptions of these productions are mentioned here. 

Data Movement = Movement ID From To On Dir | Null
Data Turning = Turning ID At St1 Dir1 AMT St2 Dir2 | Null

IMPLEMENTATION

This method and its inference mechanisms have 
been implemented for extracting information from
simple instructions and assimilating them into
Locations and Paths that make the cognitive map of 
Campus 2, College of Engineering, University of
Tehran shown in Fig. 2. An important issue that should 
be  noticed  is  that  the  assimilation  methods  (TOUR

Model) [2] used here are independent of the size of the 
database and the small implemented environment never 
make any side effects on the results, because they only 
use the information directly accessible from the current 
instruction and the Current-Location pointer and thus 
would work in exactly the same way within a much 
larger map. 

This simulation will begin with a very limited
knowledge of the part of the College of Engineering 
shown in Fig. 2. It puts the Current-Location pointer at 
"Western Entrance" of the College and the traveler
wants to reach "Dept. of Surveying and Geomatics 
Eng". The initial state of the cognitive map is listed 
below:

• Location 1 "Western Entrance" "Main Street" Null
• Location 2 "Dept of Surveying and Geomatic Eng" 

Null Null
• Location 3 "Main Entrance" "Main Street" Null
• Path 1 "Main Street" ["Western Entrance","Main 

Entrance"]

There is a simple informal instruction to perform
this action:

• "Take Main Street to Central Building"
• "Turn Right"
• "Take 1st Street to Dept. of Surveying and

Geomatic Eng."

Fig. 2: A part of Campus 2, College of Eng., University of Tehran, Tehran (Not to Scale) Obtained from Google 
map
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The two instructions concerned here are Movement 
and Turning. Thus, sentences (a), (b) and (c) are
translated into the internal instructions below:

• Movement 1 Null "Central Building" "Main Street" 
Null

• Turning 1 Null Null 90 Null Null
• Movement 2 Null "Dept of Surveying and

Geomatic Eng" "1st Street" Null

So, the "1st Street" is a new feature that should be 
added to the cognitive map. Path 2 "1st Street" Null

INFERENCE ENGINE MANIPULATION 
FOR COMPLETION

The inference engine is organized as a production 
system, consisting of modular inference rules that are 
activated on combinations of features of the current 
environment. This computational environment consists 
of the current instruction, the Current-Location pointer 
and the parts of the map they point to. The productions 
transfer pieces of information from one description to 
another. The productions that should be used in the case 
study are gathered and extracted in the Table 1 and 2. 
The description of these rules in the algebraic manner is 
not considered here, so some of them as examples are 
mentioned here. If the rules evaluated it is clear that 
mRl, mR2 and mR3 compare the description of the
current state in the Current-Location pointer with the 
current state assumed by the Movement instruction and 
fill in missing elements. mR4 and mR5 make the
topological connection between Paths and Locations 
implied by a Movement instruction. mR5 also adds to 
the order knowledge represented in the Path
description. mR6 transfers order information the other 
way: from the Path description to the Movement
instruction mR7 checks previous instruction with Dir 
information deduced by this instruction. mR8 actually 
accomplishes the effect of the instruction on the
Current-Location pointer.

A similar set of productions perform the action of 
the inference engine on a Turning instruction. tRl, tR2 
and tR3 make the comparison between the Current-
Location pointer and the current Turning instruction. 
tR4 makes the topological connection between the
Paths and Locations involved. tR5 transfers knowledge 
about the local geometry of the intersection from a fully 
specified Turning instruction to Turning (At (Star)). tR6 
and tR7 use the local geometry of the intersection to 
provide missing information in the Turning instruction. 
tR8 represents the default heuristic that a turn at a two-
street intersection usually results in your being on the 

other  street.  tR9  provides a blank description in case 
all else fail to identify the street the turn puts you on. 
tR10 finally accomplishes the effect of the Turning 
instruction on the Current-Location pointer.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The formalization of representing and learning
process of commonsense knowledge has been done 
with the help of algebraic specifications. They provide 
a compact description of the objects and operations 
involved and how they interact in a formal language. 
These specifications have been implemented in a
functional language_Hugs98. An important
advantageous that has been expected is a formal check 
on the specifications on consistency, another advantage 
that should be mentioned is that this is a suitable tool 
for rapid prototyping [20-25].

The explained discussion about movement in a
street network is a crucial issue such as an agent which 
is a popular GIS and computer science research theme. 
Agents have a great role in some context such as 
disaster management in which the implemented system 
is a safety-critical system, so this approach offers a 
confident method for such applications like disaster
management. This method is less considered in GIS and 
we propose to apply it  for more spectrums of GIS tasks. 
As a horizon for future works, the completion and 
refining the formalization process and answering some 
new questions related more complex applications could 
be considered. 
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